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GW170817 
GravitaHonal waves (GWs) 
from neutron star (NS) merger

LIGO Scien/fic Collabora/on  
and Virgo Collabora/on, 2017, PRL
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gests a BNS as the source of the gravitational-wave sig-
nal, as the total masses of known BNS systems are be-
tween 2.57M� and 2.88M�, with components between
1.17 and ⇠1.6M� [47]. Neutron stars in general have pre-
cisely measured masses as large as 2.01 ± 0.04M� [48],
whereas stellar-mass black holes found in binaries in our
galaxy have masses substantially greater than the compo-
nents of GW170817 [49–51].

Gravitational-wave observations alone are able to mea-
sure the masses of the two objects and set a lower limit
on their compactness, but the results presented here do not
exclude objects more compact than neutron stars such as
quark stars, black holes or more exotic objects [52–56].
The detection of GRB 170817A and subsequent electro-
magnetic emission demonstrates the presence of matter.
Moreover, although a neutron star–black hole system is not
ruled out, the consistency of the mass estimates with the
dynamically measured masses of known neutron stars in
binaries, and their inconsistency with the masses of known
black holes in galactic binary systems, suggests the source
was composed of two neutron stars.

DATA

At the time of GW170817, the Advanced LIGO detec-
tors and the Advanced Virgo detector were in observing
mode. The maximum distances at which LIGO-Livingston
and LIGO-Hanford could detect a BNS system (SNR = 8),
known as the detector horizon [58–60], were 218 Mpc and
107 Mpc, while for Virgo the horizon was 58 Mpc. The
GEO600 detector [61] was also operating at the time, but
its sensitivity was insufficient to contribute to the analysis
of the inspiral. The configuration of the detectors at the
time of GW170817 is summarized in [29].

A time-frequency representation [57] of the data from
all three detectors around the time of the signal is shown in
Figure 1. The signal is clearly visible in the LIGO-Hanford
and LIGO-Livingston data. The signal is not visible in the
Virgo data due to the lower BNS horizon and the direction
of the source with respect to the detector’s antenna pattern.

Figure 1 illustrates the data as it was analyzed to deter-
mine astrophysical source properties. After data collection,
several independently-measured terrestrial contributions to
the detector noise were subtracted from the LIGO data us-
ing Wiener filtering [66], as described in [67–70]. This
subtraction removed calibration lines and 60 Hz AC power
mains harmonics from both LIGO data streams. The sen-
sitivity of the LIGO-Hanford was particularly improved by
the subtraction of laser pointing noise; several broad peaks
in the 150–800 Hz region were effectively removed, in-
creasing the BNS horizon of that detector by 26%.

Additionally, a short instrumental noise transient ap-
peared in the LIGO-Livingston detector 1.1 s before the
coalescence time of GW170817 as shown in Figure 2.
This transient noise, or glitch [71], produced a very brief

FIG. 1. Time-frequency representations [57] of data containing
the gravitational-wave event GW170817, observed by the LIGO-
Hanford (top), LIGO-Livingston (middle), and Virgo (bottom)
detectors. Times are shown relative to August 17, 2017 12:41:04
UTC. The amplitude scale in each detector is normalized to that
detector’s noise amplitude spectral density. In the LIGO data, in-
dependently observable noise sources and a glitch that occurred
in the LIGO-Livingston detector have been subtracted, as de-
scribed in the text. This noise mitigation is the same as that used
for the results presented in the Source Properties section.

(less than 5 ms) saturation in the digital-to-analog con-
verter of the feedback signal controlling the position of the
test masses. Similar glitches are registered roughly once
every few hours in each of the LIGO detectors with no
temporal correlation between the LIGO sites. Their cause
remains unknown. To mitigate the effect on the results
presented in the Detection section, the search analyses ap-
plied a window function to zero out the data around the
glitch [64, 72], following the treatment of other high am-
plitude glitches used in the O1 analysis [73]. To accurately
determine the properties of GW170817 (as reported in the
Source Properties section) in addition to the noise subtrac-
tion described above, the glitch was modeled with a time-
frequency wavelet reconstruction [65] and subtracted from
the data, as shown in Figure 2.
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LIGO-Livingston, and Virgo data respectively, making it
the loudest gravitational-wave signal so far detected. Two
matched-filter binary-coalescence searches targeting
sources with total mass between 2 and 500 M⊙ in the
detector frame were used to estimate the significance of this
event [9,12,30,32,73,81–83,86,87,91–97]. The searches
analyzed 5.9 days of LIGO data between August 13,
2017 02∶00 UTC and August 21, 2017 01∶05 UTC.
Events are assigned a detection-statistic value that ranks
their probability of being a gravitational-wave signal. Each
search uses a different method to compute this statistic and
measure the search background—the rate at which detector
noise produces events with a detection-statistic value equal
to or higher than the candidate event.
GW170817 was identified as the most significant event

in the 5.9 days of data, with an estimated false alarm rate of
one in 1.1 × 106 years with one search [81,83], and a
consistent bound of less than one in8.0 × 104 years for the
other [73,86,87]. The second most significant signal in this
analysis of 5.9 days of data is GW170814, which has a
combined SNR of 18.3 [29]. Virgo data were not used in
these significance estimates, but were used in the sky
localization of the source and inference of the source
properties.

IV. SOURCE PROPERTIES

General relativity makes detailed predictions for the
inspiral and coalescence of two compact objects, which

may be neutron stars or black holes. At early times, for low
orbital and gravitational-wave frequencies, the chirplike
time evolution of the frequency is determined primarily by
a specific combination of the component masses m1 and
m2, the chirp mass M ¼ ðm1m2Þ3=5ðm1 þ m2Þ−1=5. As the
orbit shrinks and the gravitational-wave frequency grows
rapidly, the gravitational-wave phase is increasingly influ-
enced by relativistic effects related to the mass ratio
q ¼ m2=m1, where m1 ≥ m2, as well as spin-orbit and
spin-spin couplings [98].
The details of the objects’ internal structure become

important as the orbital separation approaches the size of
the bodies. For neutron stars, the tidal field of the
companion induces a mass-quadrupole moment [99,100]
and accelerates the coalescence [101]. The ratio of the
induced quadrupole moment to the external tidal field is
proportional to the tidal deformability (or polarizability)
Λ ¼ ð2=3Þk2½ðc2=GÞðR=mÞ&5, where k2 is the second Love
number and R is the stellar radius. Both R and k2 are fixed
for a given stellar massm by the equation of state (EOS) for
neutron-star matter, with k2 ≃ 0.05–0.15 for realistic neu-
tron stars [102–104]. Black holes are expected to have
k2 ¼ 0 [99,105–109], so this effect would be absent.
As the gravitational-wave frequency increases, tidal

effects in binary neutron stars increasingly affect the phase
and become significant above fGW ≃ 600 Hz, so they are
potentially observable [103,110–116]. Tidal deformabil-
ities correlate with masses and spins, and our measurements
are sensitive to the accuracy with which we describe
the point-mass, spin, and tidal dynamics [113,117–119].
The point-mass dynamics has been calculated within the
post-Newtonian framework [34,36,37], effective-one-body
formalism [10,120–125], and with a phenomenological
approach [126–131]. Results presented here are obtained
using a frequency domain post-Newtonian waveform
model [30] that includes dynamical effects from tidal
interactions [132], point-mass spin-spin interactions
[34,37,133,134], and couplings between the orbital angular
momentum and the orbit-aligned dimensionless spin com-
ponents of the stars χz [92].
The properties of gravitational-wave sources are inferred

by matching the data with predicted waveforms. We
perform a Bayesian analysis in the frequency range
30–2048 Hz that includes the effects of the 1σ calibration
uncertainties on the received signal [135,136] (< 7% in
amplitude and 3° in phase for the LIGO detectors [137] and
10% and 10° for Virgo at the time of the event). Unless
otherwise specified, bounds on the properties of
GW170817 presented in the text and in Table I are 90%
posterior probability intervals that enclose systematic
differences from currently available waveform models.
To ensure that the applied glitch mitigation procedure

previously discussed in Sec. II (see Fig. 2) did not bias the
estimated parameters, we added simulated signals with
known parameters to data that contained glitches analogous
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FIG. 3. Sky location reconstructed for GW170817 by a rapid
localization algorithm from a Hanford-Livingston (190 deg2,
light blue contours) and Hanford-Livingston-Virgo (31 deg2,
dark blue contours) analysis. A higher latency Hanford-Living-
ston-Virgo analysis improved the localization (28deg2, green
contours). In the top-right inset panel, the reticle marks the
position of the apparent host galaxy NGC 4993. The bottom-right
panel shows the a posteriori luminosity distance distribution
from the three gravitational-wave localization analyses. The
distance of NGC 4993, assuming the redshift from the NASA/
IPAC Extragalactic Database [89] and standard cosmological
parameters [90], is shown with a vertical line.

PRL 119, 161101 (2017) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S week ending
20 OCTOBER 2017

161101-4

LIGO Scien/fic Collabora/on and Virgo Collabora/on, 2017

Sky localizaHon with 3 detectors (LIGO x 2 + Virgo) 
==> 30 deg2 (~40 Mpc)
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Movie: Utsumi, MT+17, Tominaga, MT+18Coulter+17, Soares-Santos+17, Valen/+17,  
Arcavi+17, Tanvir+17, Lipunov+17

Search for electromagneHc (EM) counterpart
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OpHcal (z)  near IR (H)  near IR (Ks)

EM counterpart of GW170817 @ 40 Mpc  
=> “Kilonova” (ultraviolet, opHcal, and infrared)

Utsumi, MT+17

Day 1 Day 7
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QuesHons to be answered in this lecture

• What is kilonova? 

• Why does NS merger produce emission? 

• What determines the proper/es of kilonova? 

• Why is it related to the origin of elements? 

• What did we learn from kilonova? 

• What can we learn in the future? 

• …
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Sekiguchi+15, 16
M ~ 10-3 - 10-2 Msun 

v ~ 0.1 - 0.2 c

Top view Side view

NS merger => mass ejecHon
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r-process nucleosynthesis in NS merger

(C) Nobuya Nishimura
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Core-collapse supernova NS merger

M. Weiss NASA

Explosive phenomena around the neutron star

Very neutron richModerately neutron rich

Ye =
ne

np + nn
=

np

np + nn

Ye ~ 0.10  (nn ~ 9 np)Ye ~ 0.45  (nn ~ 1.2np)

nn = np  
for Ye = 0.50 
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Ye =
ne

np + nn
=

np

np + nn
Example 1: Ye = 0.1

nn ~ 9 np 
=> 1 seed 56Ni (Z = 28, N = 28) + ~250 free neutron   
=> n/seed ~ 250 => A(final) ~ 50 + 200 = 250

Outcome of r-process nucleosynthesis

Afinal = Aseed + n/seed
<latexit sha1_base64="TvAJa2MVoU2a4YP5Pd1H8Frz+Xs=">AAACkHichVHLSsNAFD3Gd31V3QhugkURhHojgiKIr4248lUVVEoSp3UwL5K0oKU/4M6VC1cKIuIHuFXc+AMu/ARxqeDGhbdpQFTUGzJz7pl77pyZMTxLBiHRY41SW1ff0NjUnGhpbWvvSHZ2rQVuwTdFxnQt198w9EBY0hGZUIaW2PB8oduGJdaNvbnK+npR+IF0ndVw3xPbtp53ZE6aeshUNjk0ky1t+baak45uldVJNc4DIXbK6pAaJc5wlGaTKUpTFOpPoMUghTgW3eQFtrADFyYKsCHgIGRsQUfA3yY0EDzmtlFizmcko3WBMhKsLXCV4Aqd2T0e85xtxqzDeaVnEKlN3sXi32elin56oEt6oXu6oid6/7VXKepR8bLPs1HVCi/bcdiz8vavyuY5xO6n6k/PIXIYj7xK9u5FTOUUZlVfPDh+WZlY7i8N0Bk9s/9TeqQ7PoFTfDXPl8TyCRL8ANr36/4J1kbSGqW1pdHU9Gz8FE3oRR8G+b7HMI15LCLD+x7hGje4VbqUcWVKmamWKjWxphtfQln4AOMvmWA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TvAJa2MVoU2a4YP5Pd1H8Frz+Xs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TvAJa2MVoU2a4YP5Pd1H8Frz+Xs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TvAJa2MVoU2a4YP5Pd1H8Frz+Xs=">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</latexit>

~50-100

Example 2: Ye = 0.25
nn ~ 3 np 
=> 1 seed 56Ni (Z = 28, N = 28) + ~60 free neutron 
=> n/seed ~ 60 => A(final) ~ 50 + 60 = 110
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<latexit sha1_base64="Ft2WwY0pDbK8vWaMgY6iQUPp3bw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ft2WwY0pDbK8vWaMgY6iQUPp3bw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ft2WwY0pDbK8vWaMgY6iQUPp3bw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ft2WwY0pDbK8vWaMgY6iQUPp3bw=">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</latexit>

~40% ~40%~20%
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r-process and kilonovae 9

Figure 4. Heating rates (black) from β-decay (top), α-decay (middle), and fission (bottom) for mFE-a (left) and mFE-b (right)
with the top 11 isotopes (in different colors) that have more than 10% contributions at the maxima.

Wanajo 18

RadioacHve decay luminosity (β-parHcles, γ-rays, neutrinos)

1 day

10 days

q ⇠ 2⇥ 1010 t�1.3
day erg s�1 g�1
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Material from 
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Barnes+16

Gamma-rays (~ 1 MeV) 
Absorp/on by photo-ioniza/on

synthesized in high-Ye,0 conditions generate more energetic
b-particles. We found these effects to be independent of mass
model.

2.5.2. α-Decay

While the majority of species produced by the r-process
stabilize through b-decay, some heavier isotopes (A  200)
undergo a-decay. Unlike b-particles, a-particles are ejected
from nuclei at discrete energies that fall within the fairly narrow
range ~aE 5 9 MeV– . Due to the fact that α-decay is a
tunneling process, a-particles carry all of the decay energy in
the majority of decays, and the incidence of g-emission is
vanishingly low.

We determined the most important sources of a-emission
using the procedure detailed above for β-decays. The α-
spectrum as a function of time is given in the bottom panel of
Figure 3. The energy is fairly evenly distributed in the range
5MeV <Eα<9MeV.

2.5.3. Fission

Spontaneous, neutron-induced, and b-delayed fission of
heavy nuclei (A  250) contribute a few percent of the total r-
process radioactive decay energy at times 1 day. The mass
distribution and energy spectra of the fission fragments depend
sensitively on the nuclear physics models, and a thorough
exploration of these parameters is beyond the scope of this
work. We can, however, estimate the final kinetic energy of
fission as equal to the repulsive Coulomb energy between the
daughter nuclei immediately after fission occurs:

= =
+

E E
Z Z e

r A A
, 3K,tot Coul

1 2
2

0 1
1 3

2
1 3( )

( )

where e is the elementary charge, A Z,1 1( ) and A Z,2 2( ) are the
masses and atomic numbers of the daughter nuclei, and the
nuclear radius is given by r A0

1 3. For deformed post-scission
nuclei, r0 ; 1.8 fm.

Fission favors the production of nuclei at or near the doubly
magic nucleus =A Z, 132, 50( ) ( ). Assuming a typical parent
isotope has mass and atomic numbers Ap=250 and Zp=100,
and that ( =A Z, 132, 501 1) ( ), the fission daughters will have
kinetic energies of order 100MeV. We assume the fission
fragment spectrum is flat, and ranges from 100 to 150MeV.
Given the limited role of fission at times later than one day, a
more detailed treatment is unnecessary.

3. THERMALIZATION PHYSICS

In this section, we discuss the processes by which energetic
decay products thermalize in the kilonova ejecta, and present
energy-loss rates for b-particles, a-particles, and fission
fragments.

3.1. γ-rays

γ-rays lose energy through photoionization and Compton
scattering. We calculated the Compton opacity from the Klein–
Nishina formula and the photoionization opacity using the
Photon Cross Section Database (XCOM; Berger et al. 2010)
published by the National Institute of Standards and Technol-
ogy (NIST).

The total g-ray opacity for our fiducial composition at t=1
day is shown in Figure 5. The high-Z elements produced in the

r-process have higher ionization thresholds (∼100 keV) than do
the metals in typical astrophysical mixtures, so the photo-
ionization cross section in kilonovae dominates out to
∼1MeV, above which Compton scattering takes over. The
opacity varies little between the inner and outer ejecta, and
changes over time are minor, so we assume the g-ray opacity to
be constant.
Both photoionization and Compton scattering events pro-

duce a non-thermal electron, which loses energy by the
physical processes described in the next section.

3.2. γ-particles

Suprathermal b-particles lose energy primarily through
Coulomb interactions with free thermal electrons (plasma
losses), and by exciting or ionizing bound atomic electrons.
Bremsstrahlung (free–free) emission is important for very high-
energy b-particles. While earlier studies of thermalization
assumed plasma interactions dominated the energy loss, we
find b-particles lose most of their energy to ionization and
excitation.
In the limit that the b-particle energy far exceeds that of

thermal electrons, the plasma energy loss per unit time is (Huba
2013)

= ´b b
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where bE is the b-particle’s kinetic energy in MeV, T is the
ejecta temperature in MeV, λee∼10 is the Coulomb logarithm
for electron–electron scattering, and ne is the free electron
number density. Radioactive b-particles have ~bE 1 MeV,
whereas ~k T 1 eVB in kilonova ejecta, so the assumption that
b �E k TB holds. We determine ne assuming that all elements

heavier than hydrogen are singly ionized, as expected for
kilonova ejecta near peak brightness (Kasen et al. 2013). The
outer ejecta contains a substantial quantity of hydrogen, which

Figure 5. γ-ray opacity, κ, in the inner (solid lines) and outer (dotted lines)
ejecta. Photoionization opacity is plotted in green, Compton opacity in blue,
and total opacity in black. Differences between the inner and outer ejecta
compositions have a negligible impact on κ. The gray bar indicates the energies
at which most g -rays are emitted.
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losses dominate for 1aE 1 MeV, while interactions with
bound electrons are important at higher energies. The
thermalization rate in the outer ejecta is greater than in the
inner ejecta by up to an order of magnitude.

3.4. Fission Fragments

Interactions with free and bound electrons and with atomic
nuclei all contribute to fission fragment thermalization. The

energy loss to thermal free electrons is described by
Equation (14), where Zi depends on the ionization state of
the fission fragment and the length scale of the collision. For
impact parameters greater than the size of the interacting
particles, the relevant charge is the total charge carried by the
fragment, = -Z Z Nff,ion nuc e,b, where Znuc is the fragment’s
atomic number and Ne,b is the number of bound electrons. At
lower impact parameters, more of the nuclear charge is felt.
We calculate Zff,ion as a function of fission fragment energy

Eff using the formula of Schiwietz & Grande (2001) for the ion
charge state in a gaseous medium. Since fragments with Zff,ion
 7 deflect thermal electrons at impact parameters greater than
the fission fragment radius, we set Z Z Emax , 7i ff,ion ff{ ( ) }.
Fission fragments can scatter off thermal ions at much lower
impact parameters, in which case the full nuclear charge is felt.
The energy loss from these interactions is given by the nuclear
stopping formula of Ziegler (1980).
To model the stopping of heavy particles by bound electrons,

we adopt the technique of Ziegler (1980), in which the stopping
power of a heavy particle in any material is proportional to the
stopping power of a proton in the same material, with the
constant of proportionality given by Zff,ion

2 . We calculate the
stopping power for the same simplified composition used to
model a-particle energy loss, using proton stopping powers
extracted from NIST’s PSTAR database (Berger et al. 2005).
The total energy-loss rate for fission fragments is presented

in the bottom panel of Figure 6. Interactions with bound
electrons dominate the rate at high energies, while losses to free
electrons become important at energies less than ∼10MeV.
Thermalization rates in the outer composition are a factor of a
few higher than in the inner composition.

4. ANALYTIC RESULTS

Before moving to detailed numerical calculations of kilo-
nova thermalization, we consider simple analytic estimates of
the relevant timescales and time evolution. This work extends
the analytic treatments proposed by Metzger et al. (2010) and
Hotokezaka et al. (2016). Unless stated otherwise, our
estimates describe thermalization in the “inner” composition,
which typically makes up ∼90% or more of the ejected mass.

Figure 6. All panels: energy-loss rates in the inner (outer) ejecta are plotted in
solid (dashed) lines. Gray bars indicate typical particle energies at emission.
Top panel: the total energy-loss rate for fast b -particles, normalized to the mass
density ρ. Thermalization rates are higher in the outer ejecta by a factor of a
few. Middle panel: the energy-loss rates for a-particles in simplified r-process
mixtures standing in for the full inner and outer ejecta compositions (see
Figure 7), normalized to density. Alpha particle thermalization is a few to
∼10× more efficient in the outer ejecta. Bottom panel: the energy-loss rate for
fission fragments, normalized to density and assuming most atoms in the ejecta
are singly ionized. Thermalization is more efficient in the outer ejecta.

Figure 7. Simplified composition (circles) used to calculate the electronic
stopping for a-particles and fission fragments. The full compositions, shown in
solid lines, were mapped onto a composition of elements for which a-particle
and proton stopping data were available through NISTS’s ASTAR database.
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Beta parHcles (~ 1 MeV) 
Energy loss by ioniza/on/excita/on

 26See Quantum Theory of Radia/on (Heitler, W.)



Can NS merger ejecta “stop” gamma-rays and electrons? 
= Can radioacHve energy be “deposited” to the ejecta?

 27



h<ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radia/on

PenetraHng power

* α decay becomes important (A >~ 200) 
* fission may also play roles (A >~ 250)

 28



Short summary

• Mass ejec/on from NS merger 

• M ~ 0.01 Msun, v ~ 0.1c (dynamical ejec/on) 

• Neutron rich (Ye ~ 0.1) 

• Promising site for r-process nucleosynthesis 

• NS merger ejecta 
• Rapidly expanding, metal-dominant,  

par/ally-ionized gas (ρ ~ 10-13 g cm-3, T ~ 104 K) 

• Radioac/ve decay energy (mainly beta decay) 

• Fast electrons (+ some γ-rays) are stopped  
=> energy deposi/on (or thermaliza/on)  

• Thermal emission is expected: “kilonova”
 29



Q & A

h<ps://www.astr.tohoku.ac.jp/~masaomi.tanaka/icts2020/
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s-process and r-process?

(C) Nobuya Nishimura
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Mass number 
A = Z + N

s-process

r-process
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“2nd peak” “3rd peak”

Cosmic abundances



RelaHve contribuHon?
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(C) Shinya Wanajo

Why ~50:50?? 
=> just by chance…

s-process: evolved low-mass stars 
r-process: NS merger (massive star binary evolu/on) 
                   or special supernova (non neutrino-driven)



CalculaHng Ye in NS merger?

 34
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Figure 2. Color-coded distributions for density, temperature, Ye, and S/kB (from left to right) on the x–y (lower panels), x–z (positive sides of top panels), and y–z
(negative sides of top panels) planes at the end of simulation.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 3. Mass fractions outside 150 km from the center vs. Ye (top) and S/kB
(bottom) at the end of simulation for the x–y, x–z, and y–z planes. The widths
of Ye and S/kB are chosen to be ∆Ye = 0.01 and ∆S/kB = 1, respectively.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

for the orbital and non-orbital planes, respectively (with higher
values for higher Ye), which are sizably greater than those in
Goriely et al. (2011, S/kB ∼ 1–3) with the Shen’s EOS.

3. THE r-PROCESS

The nucleosynthesis analysis makes use of the thermody-
namic trajectories of the ejecta particles traced on the orbital
plane. A representative particle is chosen from each Ye-bin (from
Ye = 0.09 to 0.44 with the interval of ∆Ye = 0.01 (Figure 3).
For simplicity, we analyze only the x-y components because of
the dominance of the ejecta masses close to the orbital plane.
Each nucleosynthesis calculation is initiated when the tempera-
ture decreases to 10 GK, where the initial composition is given
by Ye and 1 − Ye for the mass fractions of free protons and
neutrons.

The reaction network consists of 6300 species from single
neutrons and protons to the Z = 110 isotopes. Experimental
rates, when available, are taken from the latest versions of REA-
CLIB7 (Cyburt et al. 2010) and Nuclear Wallet Cards.8 Other-
wise, the theoretical estimates of fusion rates9 (TALYS; Goriely
et al. 2008) and β-decay half-lives (GT2; Tachibana et al.
1990) are adopted, where both are based on the same nuclear
masses (HFB-21; Goriely et al. 2010). Theoretical fission prop-
erties adopted are those estimated on the basis of the HFB-14
mass model. For fission fragments, a Gaussian-type distribution
is assumed with emission of four prompt neutrons per event.
Neutrino captures are not included, which make only slight
shifts of Ye (typically an increase of ∼0.01 from 10 GK to
5 GK).

The hydrodynamical trajectories end with temperatures
∼5 GK. Further temporal evolutions are followed by the density
drop such as t−3 and with the temperatures computed with the
EOS of Timmes & Swesty (2000) by adding the entropies gen-
erated by β-decay, fission, and α-decay. This entropy generation

7 https://groups.nscl.msu.edu/jina/reaclib/db/index.php
8 http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/wallet/
9 http://www.astro.ulb.ac.be/pmwiki/Brusslib/Brusslib
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Hydrodynamics + neutrino radiaHon transport (weak interacHon)

Shocked ejecta

Wanajo+14

RelaHvely Ye even in NS merger
- Shocked ejecta  
  => high temperature (e- e+)

Tidal ejecta

- Wind from the accre/on disk 
  around massive neutron star

e+ + n ! p+ ⌫̄e
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formed a hot accretion disk cooled by neutrinos (discussed
in Secs. III C–IV) and 0.04M⊙− 0.05M⊙ has left the grid
on highly eccentric bound trajectories, while the rest
(0.02M⊙–0.10M⊙) has accreted onto the black hole.
Extrapolating the remnant mass to lower spins indicates
that the neutron star will disrupt for χBH ≳ 0.55, as
predicted from simulations with simpler equations of state
[35].
At higher mass ratios, we generally find that a larger

amount of material is ejected. Our two simulations with
MNS ¼ 1.2M⊙ and MBH ¼ 7M⊙ find about the same
amount of material in the disk and bound tail as for the
q ¼ 5 cases (Mdisk ∼ 0.1M⊙, Mtail ∼ 0.05M⊙), but about
0.15M⊙ is ejected at speeds hvi ∼ 0.25c (see Fig. 5). The
closest results to compare to are again those of Hotokezaka
et al. [27], for the H4 equation of state, which has
a compactness CNS ¼ 0.147 for a mass MNS ¼ 1.35.
Hotokezaka et al. [27] find Mej ¼ 0.04M⊙–0.05M⊙ for
q ¼ 3 − 7 and χBH ¼ 0.75, and similar average velocities.
Even considering the different spins used and the expected
error bars, the more massive ejecta found here appear to be
an indication of a dependence of the ejected mass on the
internal structure of the neutron star: from our results, we
would predict Mej ∼ 0.13M⊙ for q ¼ 5.8 and χBH ¼ 0.75.
The difference with the results of Hotokezaka et al. [27] is
slightly out of the 60% relative error that we consider to be
a strict upper bound on the error in our measurement ofMej,
and which is most likely a significant overestimate of that
error. The most likely reason for an equation of state
dependence of the ejected mass at higher mass ratios is that
the disruption of the neutron star then occurs as the neutron
star is plunging into the black hole. The mass and properties
of the ejected material then depend not only on the
separation at which disruption occurs, but also on the
time-dependent response of the neutron star to the tidal
disruption. For the same reason, the properties of the
postmerger remnant also have a steeper dependence in

the mass and spin of the black hole for more massive
black holes.
As discussed in Sec. II D, for the simulations with

MBH ¼ 10M⊙ we can only resolve the disruption of the
neutron star and rapid accretion onto the black hole if we
use a very high resolution grid covering only a small area
around the black hole. This is due largely to qualitative
differences in the disruption process: the neutron star
disrupts as high-density material has already begun to
cross the apparent horizon, and the entire disruption and
tail formation process occurs within a distance of about
3MBH ∼ 45 km of the black hole center. All material
surviving the merger is on highly eccentric orbits, and
the tidal tail experiences strong tidal compression in the
directions in which the tidal field of the black hole causes
trajectories to converge. The tidal tail is reduced to a thin
stream of matter only a few kilometers wide. Not surpris-
ingly, in this regime the result of the merger is very
sensitive to the parameters of the binary: for example, a
small change in the spin of the black hole (e.g. δχBH ∼ 0.1,
as in our simulations) drastically changes the amount of
material which remains outside of the black hole after
disruption. Changes in the stiffness of the equation of state,
which affect the distribution of matter during disruption,
also become even more important than in the previously
discussed configurations (see Fig. 3 for a comparison with
a similar simulation with a Γ ¼ 2 equation of state).
Surprisingly, even in this case, the total amount of material
surviving disruption remains similar for both the Γ ¼ 2 and
LS220 equations of state. We can for example compare
simulation M14-10-S9 of this work, for which about
0.3M⊙ remains outside the black hole after merger, and
simulation R13i0 of Foucart et al. [55], with the same
black hole parameters and a similar neutron star radius,
RNS ¼ 13.3 km, in which 0.31M⊙ of material remains. But
more material is unbound during merger for the LS220
equation of state: Mej ≳ 0.1M⊙ here, while Mej ∼ 0.05M⊙
in Foucart et al. [55]. And the disk is initially less massive
here: half of the material promptly formed a disk in [55];
nearly all of the material is on highly eccentric orbits here.
The long term evolution of the disk will thus be more
significantly affected by the fall-back of tail material
than expected from the simulations with a Γ ¼ 2 equation
of state. Compared to the analytical prediction of [35],
there is an excess of material surviving the disruption,
which is what we usually find for high spin black holes
and high mass ratio. But the estimate that disruption
will only occur for χBH ≳ 0.65 (respectively χBH ≳ 0.75)
for MNS ¼ 1.4M⊙ (respectively 1.2M⊙) appears to be
accurate— although it is of course dangerous to draw such
a conclusion by extrapolating from only two simulations
with inaccurate estimates of the remnant mass.
All of the simulations presented here thus appear to have

postmerger remnants with large amounts of both bound and
unbound material, providing promising setups for potential

FIG. 5 (color online). Matter distribution during the disruption
of the neutron star for case M12-7-S8. About half of the remnant
material is unbound, while a relatively low mass hot disk forms.

FRANCOIS FOUCART et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 90, 024026 (2014)
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Tidal ejecta Mass ejec/on occurs when 
R(Hdal) > R(ISCO) 
ISCO: innermost stable circular orbit

More mass ejec/on for  
- smaller M(BH)  <= smaller R(ISCO) 
- higher BH spin <= smaller R(ISCO) 
- smaller M/R of NS <= larger R(/dal)

See e.g., Shibata & Taniguchi 2008
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Decay products in NS merger ejecta 39

Figure 2. Spectrum of γ -rays at 1, 3, 5, and 10 d after merger for NSM-solar. Black lines depict the γ -ray spectrum produced by nuclei at rest. The red (blue)
curve shows the spectrum with the Doppler broadening with an expansion velocity of 0.3c (0.05c). The normalization is determined with the mass of ejected
r-process elements of 0.01 M⊙ and the observed distance of 3 Mpc. Here, we do not take any absorption and scattering processes into account.
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where κo is the opacity of r-process elements to photons in the
optical bands. It is dominated by bound–bound transitions of lan-
thanides (Kasen, Badnell & Barnes 2013; Tanaka & Hotokezaka
2013). For the dynamical ejecta, on the time-scale of tdiff,o, the opti-
cal depth to γ -rays is much smaller than unity, thereby only a small
fraction of the γ -rays’ energy is deposited in the ejecta on the peak
time-scale of macronovae.

For the slowly expanding wind ejecta, in particular lanthanide
free cases, the γ -ray heating efficiency is significantly different. The
opacity to thermal photons and expansion velocity of the wind ejecta
are κo ∼ 1 cm2 g−1 and v ∼ 0.05c (see e.g. Tanaka & Hotokezaka
2013 for the opacity of the wind case). The estimated optical depth
to γ -rays is τ γ ∼ 3 on the time-scale of tdiff,o. Therefore, in the
case of the lanthanide free wind ejecta, γ -rays are weakly coupled
with the ejected material and heat up the ejecta until a few times
tdiff,o. This situation is somewhat similar to those of supernovae, in
which γ -rays released from the radioactive decay of 56Ni and 56Co

efficiently heat up the ejecta on the peak time-scale of supernovae
(Lucy 2005).

Here, we approximately evaluate ϵγ (t) as the followings. In op-
tically thick regimes τ γ ≫ 1, almost all the γ -rays’ energy is de-
posited in the ejecta. On the contrary, in optically thin regimes
τ γ < 1, only a fraction τ of the photons are scattered and for each
scattered photon roughly half of γ -ray’s energy is transferred to an
electron via a single scattering process at energies of ∼1 MeV. ϵγ

is approximately given by

ϵγ (t) ≈
%

1 −
&

1
2

'N
(τγ ≥ 1),

1
2 N (τγ < 1),

(9)

where N = max(τγ , τ 2
γ ) is the number of the scatterings that a

photon undergoes before escaping. Fig. 3 shows the heating rate
(left) and the thermalization efficiency (right). Here, the heat-
ing rate is normalized by a simple power-law heating Q̇1.3(t) =
1010t−1.3

day erg s−1 g−1 (Korobkin et al. 2012), where tday is time in
unit of day. The thick (thin) lines in the left-hand panel show the
heating rate taking the neutrino and γ -ray escape (only the neutrino
escape) into account. To calculate ϵγ (t), an ejecta mass of 0.01 M⊙
is assumed. The velocities of the ejecta is set to be 0.3c for NSM-
solar and NSM-fission and 0.05c for NSM-wind. For NSM-solar and
NSM-fission, at 0.5 d, γ -rays start to escape from the ejecta so that
the thermalization efficiency drops from 0.7 to 0.2–0.3. The heating
rate and thermalization efficiency of NSM-wind are larger than the
other cases since γ -rays are well scattered. For NSM-fission, the
thermalization efficiency turns to increase due to the spontaneous
fission of transuranic nuclei and it reaches ≈0.5 around 10 d.

MNRAS 459, 35–43 (2016)
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What is the properHes of thermal emission (kilonova)? 
- Timescale 
- Luminosity
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Bound-bound opacity of heavy elements
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g = 2   (l = 0, s shell) 
g = 6   (l = 1, p shell) 
g = 10 (l = 2, d shell) 
g = 14 (l = 3, f shell)

g = 2(2l + 1)
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mz (spin) ml (orbital)

StaHsHcal weight  
= Number of state for a given l (1 electron) 
(different combina/ons of ml and mz)

Number of state per configuraHon (n electrons)

gCn =
g!

n!(g � n)!
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(ex) 
Si I: 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p2 
Fe I: 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 4s2 3d6 
Nd I: 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 4s2 3d10 4p6 4d10 5s2 4f4 14C4 = 1001

10C6 = 219
6C2 = 15
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Dynamical ejecta (~< 10 ms) Post-merger ejecta (~< 100 ms)

ν-driven winds from NS merger remnants 3145

Figure 12. Vertical slices of the 3D domain (corresponding to the y = 0 plane), recorded 20 ms after the beginning of the simulation. In the left-hand panel,
we represent the logarithm of the matter density (in g cm−3, left-hand side) and the projected fluid velocity (in units of c, on the right-hand side); the arrows
indicate the direction of the projected velocity in the plane. On the right-hand panel, we represent the electron fraction (left-hand side) and the matter entropy
(in unit of kB baryon−1, right-hand side).

Figure 13. Same as in Fig. 12, but at ≈40 ms after the beginning of the simulation.

The radial velocity in the wind increases from a few times 10−2 c,
just above the disc, to a typical asymptotic expansion velocity of
0.08–0.09 c. This acceleration is caused by the continuous pressure
gradient provided by newly expanding layers of matter.

To characterize the matter properties, we plot in Fig. 15 2D
mass histograms for couples of quantities, namely ρ–Ye (top row),
ρ–s (central row) and Ye–s (bottom row), at three different times
(t = 0, 40, 85 ms). Colour coded is a measure of the amount of matter

experiencing specific thermodynamical conditions inside the whole
system, at a certain time.5

We notice that most of the matter is extremely dense
(ρ > 1011 g cm−3), neutron rich (Ye < 0.1) and, despite the

5 A formal definition of the plotted quantity can be found in section of Bacca
et al. (2012). However, in this work we do not calculate the time average.
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Low Ye (~0.1-0.3) 
=> lanthanide-rich 
=> high opacity 
=> faint and red kilonova

Perego+14

Side view

High Ye (~ 0.3) 
=> lanthanide-poor 
=> low opacity 
=> luminous and blue kilonova

5

FIG. 2. Profiles of the electron number per baryon, Ye, (left in each panel) and the specific entropy, s, (right in each panel)
in x-y (lower in each panel) and x-z (upper in each panel) planes. The top three panels show the results for SFHo-135-135h
(left), SFHo-130-140h (middle), and SFHo-125-145h (right) at ⇡ 13ms after the onset of the merger. The lower three panels
show the results for DD2-135-135h (left), DD2-130-140h (middle), and DD2-125-145h (right) at ⇡ 10ms after the onset of the
merger.

binaries, the typical ejecta mass would approach 10�2
M�

irrespective of the EOS employed. We note that the total
ejecta mass depends only weakly on the grid resolution
as listed in Table I.

As shown in Fig. 1, the ejecta mass increases with time
for the first ⇠ 10ms after the onset of the merger. This is
in particular observed for the SFHo models with q & 0.9
and all the DD2 models. This indicates that we have to
follow the ejecta motion at least for ⇡ 10ms after the
onset of the merger. In a recent simulation of Ref. [13],

they estimated the properties of the ejecta at . 5ms after
the onset of the merger, perhaps because of their small
computational domain employed (L = 750 km). How-
ever, the ejecta mass would still increase with time in
such an early phase. This could be one of the reasons
that our results for the ejecta mass are much larger than
theirs. Figure 1 also shows that the average of Ye still
significantly varies with time for the first ⇠ 5ms after
the onset of the merger. This also shows that it would
be necessary to determine the properties of the ejecta at

Sekiguchi+16

Top view

Side view
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0.1‒1秒ほどかけて原始中性子星付近の0.01太陽
質量程度の物質が脱出速度に達するまで押し上げ
られる．この加熱は，主に中性子 （n） の電子
ニュートリノ （νe） 捕獲

νe＋n→p＋e－ （1）

および陽子 （p） の反電子ニュートリノ （ν̄e） 捕獲

ν̄e＋p→n＋e＋ （2）

によるものである．超新星爆発のシミュレーション
により，この二つの反応はほぼ同じ程度起きてい
ることが確かめられているので，最終的には中性
子と陽子の数はほぼ同じになってしまうと考えら
れる．
もう少し定量的に話を進めるために，電子比

Ye（一核子あたりの電子数．1グラムあたりの電
子のモル数に等しい）という値を用いることにす
る．星や超新星の内部では物質は電気的に中性に
保たれているので，これは一核子あたりの陽子数
ということもできる．つまり，物質が陽子だけで
できていればYe＝1，中性子だけでできていれば
Ye＝0，4He原子核（中性子と陽子それぞれ2個か
らなる．α粒子という）だけでできていればYe＝
2/4＝0.5，56Fe原子核（中性子30個と陽子26個
からなる）だけでできていればYe＝26/56＝0.464
である．上の例では，原始中性子星の表面付近で
はYe≪0.5であるが，ニュートリノを浴びるにつ
れ，中性子数と陽子数はほぼ同数に，つまりYe

は0.5に近づいていくということになる．
図4に，9太陽質量の超新星シミュレーション
で得られた最深部の放出物質（約0.01太陽質量）
のYe分布を示す 9）．ニュートリノの効果により，
放出物質はそれほど中性子過剰でないのがわか
る．Yeの最小値は0.40，つまり，中性子の占め
る割合はたかだか6割程度に過ぎない．面白いこ
とに，最大値はYe＝0.55に達している．つまり，
原始中性子星から放出される物質にもかかわらず
陽子過剰になっている成分があることになる．こ

れは，電子ニュートリノと反電子ニュートリノの
数やエネルギーが同じ程度であれば，中性子より
陽子の質量のほうがわずかに小さい（つまりエネ
ルギー的に安定）であるために，式（2）より
式（1）の反応のほうが起こりやすくなるからであ
る．
この程度の中性子過剰率では rプロセスは起こ
らない．Ye＝0.4程度の場合，放出された物質の
温度が100億度程度まで下がると，ほぼ同数の中
性子と陽子が結合してα粒子になるため，中性子
数は全体の半分くらいになってしまう．この段階
ではまだ光分解が優勢なために rプロセスは起き
ない．光分解が弱くなる30億度以下に冷えるま
で待たねばならない．しかし，その頃には中性子
とα粒子がさらに融合し，物質は質量数80‒90程
度の元素（種核という）で占められ，中性子は枯
渇してしまう．図5の実線は，この9太陽質量の
超新星モデルを用いたときの元素合成の計算結果
を表している．質量数56（鉄）と90（ジルコニ
ウム）のピークは温度が50億度くらいのときに
核反応の熱平衡状態において形成されたものであ
り，rプロセスは全く起こっていない．
それでは，rプロセスにはどのくらいのYeが必

図4 9太陽質量星の超新星爆発シミュレーションに
よる放出物質（最深部の約0.01太陽質量）の
電子比（Ye）分布 9）．横軸はYe，縦軸はそれ
ぞれのYe範囲（ΔYe＝0.005）に含まれる物質
の質量比．

rプロセス特集

Kilonova = Probe of heavy element producHon
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$−1/2
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ਤ 5: IIܕ৽ͷޫۂઢܭɻ

͓Γɺਫૉͷి໘ͷଆ (ి͍ͯ͠Δଆ) opacity͕͍ߴҰํɺ֎ଆ (ి͍ͯ͠ͳ
͍ଆ) opacity͕͍ (ͦͷͨΊɺ͜ͷڥք͕ৗʹޫٿͱͳΔ)ɻ͜ͷΑ͏ͳߏ͜ͷ
ଌͱҟͳΔ݁Ռͱͳͬͯ͠·͏ɻ؍Ͱ͖ͳ͍ͨΊɺྀߟͰܭ

4.6 Ԡ༻ 1: ֤ͷޫۂઢ

ଌͰ͖Δͷશ์ࣹޫͰͳ͘ɺ֤؍ʹࡍ࣮ (όϯυ)ͷ໌Δ͞Ͱ͋Δɻone zone

తͳԹܕͷԼͰɺయࣅۙ

Eint = aT 4V =
4πa

3
T 4R3

ej (20)

ͰධՁ͢Δͷ͕ଥͰ͋Δɻ͜ͷԹͷ blackbodyͩͱ͑ࢥ (ຊٵऩઢͳͲ͕͋
ΔͷͰҧ͏͕)ɺ֤όϯυͷ໌Δ͞ੵݟΔ͜ͱ͕Ͱ͖Δɻ

4.7 Ԡ༻ 2: தੑࢠ߹ମ/Ωϩϊό

தੑࢠ͕߹ମ͢Δͱɺ0.01M⊙ఔͷ࣭͕ v ∼ 0.2cͷͰඈͼग़͠ɺ์ग़࣭
தͰ rϓϩηεݩૉ߹ (͍தੑ֫ัࢠԠ)͕͖ىΔɻ߹͞Εͨ rϓϩηεݩૉ
ʑͱ์ࣹੑ่յΛ͜͠ىɺதੑࢠ߹ମ͔Βͷ์ग़࣭৽ͷΑ͏ʹి࣓Λ์ࣹ
͢Δɻ͜ͷΑ͏ͳݱΛʮΩϩϊόʯͱݺͿɻ
Ωϩϊόͷޫۂઢ Iaܕ৽ͷΑ͏ʹܭͰ͖Δ͕ɺ߹ɾ์ग़͞ΕΔݩૉͷछ
ྨʹΑͬͯɺopacityେ͖ͳଟ༷ੑΛͭ (κ ∼ 0.1− 10 cm2 g−1, [4])ɻ·ͨɺrϓϩη
εݩૉͷ์ࣹੑ่յ (ϕʔλ่յ)͔ΒͷΤωϧΪʔೖ

q̇ = 2.0× 1010(t/day)−1.3 erg s−1 g−1 (21)

Ldecay = Mejq̇ (22)

ͱͳΔ [5]ɻΤδΣΫλʹΤωϧΪʔΛམͱׂ͢߹ (fdep)৽ͷ߹ΑΓෳͰɺৄ
͘͠ [6]ͳͲͰௐΒΕ͍ͯΔ͕ɺͱΓ͋͑ͣ৽ͱಉͩ͡ͱͯͬࢥྑ͍ɻ
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Exercise: solve the following equaHons and 
                  calculate kilonova light curve 

~0.5

ini/al radius ~0
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Outgoing luminosity Adiaba/c loss Deposited luminosity
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High opacity 
(low Ye)
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- Ejecta structure 
- Opacity from atomic data 
- Ye dependent thermaliza/on
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Comparison with GW170817

Presence of both luminous/blue and faint/red components 
Total ejecta mass ~0.05 Msun

Systematic Opacity Calculations for Kilonovae 11

Table 1. Planck mean opacity for element mixture. Ye is electron fraction,
X(La) is mass fraction of lanthanide elements, X(La+Ac) is mass fraction
of lanthanide and actinide elements, and κ is average Planck mean opacity
for T = 5, 000 − 10, 000 K (ρ = 1 × 10−13 g cm−3 and t = 1 day after
the merger). The opacity shown with ∗ is underestimated due to the lack of
complete atomic data for actinide elements.

Ye X(La) X(La+Ac) κ
cm2 g−1

0.10 7.1 × 10−2 1.7 × 10−1 19.5∗
0.15 2.6 × 10−1 2.6 × 10−1 32.2
0.20 1.1 × 10−1 1.1 × 10−1 22.3
0.25 5.5 × 10−3 5.5 × 10−3 5.60
0.30 3.4 × 10−7 3.4 × 10−7 5.36
0.35 0.0 0.0 3.30
0.40 0.0 0.0 0.96

0.10-0.20 2.1 × 10−1 2.3 × 10−1 30.7
0.20-0.30 4.8 × 10−2 4.8 × 10−2 15.4
0.30-0.40 0.0 0.0 4.68
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Figure 12. Time evolution of the Planck mean opacities at v = 0.1c in the
ejecta for the models with highYe (Ye = 0.30 − 0.40, blue), intermediateYe
(Ye = 0.20− 0.30, green), and lowYe (Ye = 0.10− 0.20, red). The gray line
shows the opacity of a model with pure Fe ejecta.

time for low and intermediate Ye cases, while it slowly decreases for
high Ye case. The time evolution of the expansion opacity (Equation
(2)) is controled by the competition between the term of 1/ρt,
which increases with time as t2, and the summation of 1 − e−τ ,
which generally decreases with time as the lines get weaker for
as the density decreases. The decrease of the line strength is more
significant in the highYe case, which results in the temporal decrease
of the opacity. Note that even with the increase in the opacity (for the
low and intermediate Ye cases), the optical depth of the ejecta, τ ∼
κρR, decreases. In addition to the overall trend, the opacities shows
temporal variation reflecting the temperature evolution, as shown in
Figure 11. A significant decrease at t ∼ 10 days corresponds to the
sharp drop of the opacities at low temperature T < 2000 K.

Overall degree of time variation is about an order of magnitude
from t = 1 to 10 days. This gives a caveat to the use of a constant
opacity in the analysis of kilonova light curves, although it is useful
to derive physical parameters. Figure 12 also shows a hypothetical
case where the abundance of the high Ye model is replaced with
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Figure 13. Bolometric light curves of the models with high Ye (Ye =
0.30 − 0.40, blue), intermediate Ye (Ye = 0.20 − 0.30, green), and low
Ye (Ye = 0.10 − 0.20, red) compared with the bolometric light curve of
GW170817/AT2017gfo constructed by Waxman et al. (2018). Dotted lines
show the epoch in which our calculations are not reliable since the ejecta
temperature is too high (T ∼> 20,000 K) for our opacity data (only up to triply
ionized ions, see Section 3).

Fe. As discussed in Section 4.1, Fe is not a representative element
for d-shell elements. Therefore, the use of Fe for high Ye opaicty
underestimates the opacity by a factor of 2-5 up to t = 2 − 3 days
and by a factor of more than 10 at later time.

4.3 Light curves and spectra

Finally we show the emergent light curves and spectra from the
simulations in the previous section. Compared with our previous
calculations (Tanaka et al. 2018) using only Se (p-shell), Ru (d-
shell), Te (p-shell), Nd ( f -shell), and Er ( f -shell) as representative
elements, the light curves with new opacity data are more smooth
both in time and wavelength. In particular, the use of representative
elements can often exaggerate emission in certain wavelengths. At
later time (t ∼> 10 days), only transitions from low-lying energy
levels contribute the opacities. And thus, the use of small number
of elements artificially enhances contributions from transitions of
these elements. These effects are smeared out by properly including
all the elements, which results in smooth spectra.

As expected from the properties of the opacities, the bolometric
light curve of the model with high Ye has a shorter timescale while
that with low Ye has a longer timescale (Figure 13). Compared with
the observed luminosity of AT2017gfo associated with GW170817,
the early (t ∼ 1 − 2 days) light curve are most similar to the high Ye
model while the later light curve are most similar to the intermediate
Ye model.

These models also give a reasonable agreement with the multi-
color light curves of AT2017gfo (Figure 14), although our models
are very simple, and ejecta parameters such as mass and velocity
are not tuned to reproduce the properties of AT2017gfo. The high Ye
model gives the early emission dominated in the optical wavelengths
while the intermediate Ye model gives the later emission dominated
in the NIR wavelengths. It is emphasized that the optical/NIR flux
ratio reflects the wavelength dependence of the opacities, and thus,

MNRAS 000, 1–15 (0000)
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5

simulations for dynamic NSNS ejecta, for other cases we use a parametrized treatment with 
numerical values based on existing hydrodynamic studies.

2.1. NSNS merger simulations

The NSNS simulations of this paper make use of the Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) 
method, see [72–75] for recent reviews. Our code is an updated version of the one that was 
used in earlier studies [11, 76–78]. We solve the Newtonian, ideal hydrodynamics equa-
tions for each particle a:
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Figure 2. Summary of various rate constraints. The lines from the upper left to lower 
right indicate the typical ejecta mass required to explain all r-process/all r-process with 
A  >  80/all r-process with A  >  130 for a given event rate (lower panel per year and 
Milky Way-type galaxy, upper panel per year and Gpc3). Also marked is the compiled 
rate range from Abadie et al (2010) for both double neutron stars and neutron star black 
hole systems and (expected) LIGO upper limits for O1 to O3 (Abbott et al 2016b). 
The dynamic ejecta results from some hydrodynamic simulations are also indicated: 
the double arrow denoted ‘nsns Bauswein  +  13’ indicates the ejecta mass range found 
in [23], ‘nsns Rosswog 13’ refers to [24], ‘nsns Hotokezaka  +  13’ to [25], ‘nsbh 
Foucart  +  14’ to [26] and ‘nsbh Kyutoku  +  13’ to [27].

S Rosswog et alClass. Quantum Grav. 34 (2017) 104001

Rosswog+17, Hotokezaka+15, 18

ProducHon rate of heavy elements

Supernova rate

GW

Kilonova
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• Red kilonova => produc/on of lanthanide elements 

• Blue kilonova => produc/on of lighter r-process elements 

• Produc/on rate (rate x yield) explains the total abundance

What we have learned from GW170817

Great achievement in physics! 
(rela/vity, hydrodynamics, nuclear physics, atomic physics, …)

- Gravita/onal force 
- Strong force 
- Weak force 
- Electromagne/c force
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Open issues

• Physical origin of the ejecta 

• Blue component <= disk wind ejecta? 

• Red component <= dynamical ejecta? 

• ProducHon rate 

• Event rate? => more GW events 

• Are kilonova (mass ejec/on) always the same? 

• Elemental abundances 

• Which elements are produced? 

• How massive elements? Fission? 

• Similar to solar abundance ra/os? 
 52



Presence of magnetar?

 53

Observed blue component 
- M ~ 0.03 Msun 
- v ~ 0.2 c <= higher than expecta/on from disk wind (~ 0.05 c)

neutrino heating of the surrounding accretion disk (e.g., Metzger &
Fernández 2014; Perego et al. 2014; Martin et al. 2015), but the
velocity of this material 0.1 c is also too low (Table 1).

2.2. Magnetized, Neutrino-heated Wind

A standard neutrino-heated wind cannot explain the
observed properties of the blue KN, but the prospects are
better if the merger remnant possesses a strong magnetic field.
Due to the large orbital angular momentum of the initial binary,
the remnant is necessarily rotating close to its mass-shedding
limit, with a rotation period P=2π/Ω≈0.8–1 ms, where Ω is
the angular rotation frequency. The remnant is also highly
magnetized, due to amplification of the magnetic field on small
scales to 1016 G by several instabilities (e.g., Kelvin–
Helmholtz, magnetorotational) which tap into the free energy
available in differential rotation (e.g., Price & Rosswog 2006;
Siegel et al. 2013; Zrake & MacFadyen 2013; Kiuchi
et al. 2015). As a part of this process, and the longer-term
MHD evolution of its internal magnetic field (e.g.,
Braithwaite 2007), the rapidly spinning remnant could acquire
a large-scale surface field, though its strength is likely to be
weaker than the small-scale field.

In the presence of rapid rotation and a strong ordered
magnetic field, magnetocentrifugal forces accelerate matter
outward from the HMNS along the open field lines in addition

to the thermal pressure from neutrino heating (Figure 1). A
magnetic field thus enhances the mass-loss rate and velocity of
the HMNS wind (Thompson et al. 2004; Metzger et al. 2007),
in addition to reducing its electron fraction as compared to the
equilibrium value obtained when the flow comes into
equilibrium with the neutrinos, Ye,ν (e.g., Metzger et al. 2008c).
A key property quantifying the dynamical importance of the

magnetic field is the wind magnetization
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where f BRM open ns
2F = is the open magnetic flux per steradian

leaving the NS surface, B is the average surface magnetic field
strength, fopen is the fraction of the NS surface threaded by open
magnetic field lines, Ṁ tot=fopenṀ is the total mass-loss rate,
and Ṁ is the wind mass-loss rate when fopen=1 limit (which
in general will be substantially enhanced from the purely
neutrino-driven value estimated in Equation (1)). In what
follows, we assume the split-monopole magnetic field structure
( fopen=1), which is a reasonable approximation if the
magnetosphere is continuously “torn open” by latitudinal
differential rotation (Siegel et al. 2014), neutrino heating of
the atmosphere in the closed-zone region (Thompson 2003;
Komissarov & Barkov 2007; Thompson & ud-Doula 2017),
and by the compression of the nominally closed field zone by
the ram pressure of the surrounding accretion disk (Parfrey
et al. 2016). However, our results can also be applied to the
case fopen = 1, as would characterize a more complex magnetic
field structure, provided that the ratio B M f2

open
1µ -˙ can be

scaled-up accordingly to obtain the same value of σ needed by
observations.
Upon reaching the fast magnetosonic surface (outside of the

light cylinder), the outflow achieves a radial four-velocity vγ ;
cσ1/3 (Michel 1969). Winds with σ ? 1 thus become
ultrarelativistic, reaching a bulk Lorentz factor γ? 1 in the range
σ1/3  γ�σ, depending on how efficiently additional magnetic
energy initially carried out by Poynting flux is converted into
kinetic energy outside of the fast surface. By contrast, winds with
σ<1 attain subrelativistic speeds given by7
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where in the final line we have taken Rns=15 km and the
factor 3 accounts for the additional conversion of the wind
Poynting flux (two-thirds of its flow energy near the fast
surface) into bulk kinetic energy at larger radii.
Figure 2 shows the values of σ (or, equivalently, asymptotic

four-velocity; top axis) and Ṁ from a suite of steady-state, one-
dimensional, neutrino-heated, magnetocentrifugal wind solu-
tions calculated by Metzger et al. (2008c) for an assumed
neutrino luminosity L 1.6 1052» ´n erg s−1, similar to that
from the hot post-merger remnant at early times ∼0.1–1 s after

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the neutrino-irradiated wind from a
magnetized HMNS. Neutrinos from the HMNS heat matter in a narrow layer
above the HMNS surface, feeding baryons onto open magnetic field lines at a
rate that is substantially enhanced by magnetocentrifugal forces from the purely
neutrino-driven mass-loss rate (e.g., Thompson et al. 2004; Metzger et al.
2007). Magnetic forces also accelerate the wind to a higher asymptotic velocity
v≈vB≈0.2–0.3 c (Equation (5)) than the purely neutrino-driven case v 
0.1 c (Equation (2)), consistent with the blue KN ejecta. Though blocked by the
accretion disk directly in the equatorial plane, the outflow has its highest rate of
mass-loss rate, kinetic energy flux, and velocity at low latitudes near the last
closed field lines (Vlasov et al. 2014). The wind velocity ∝σ1/3 ∝ B2/3/Ṁ1/3

may increase by a factor of ∼2 over the HMNS lifetime (Figure 4) as its mass-
loss rate Ṁ subsides, or its magnetic field B is amplified, resulting in internal
shocks on a radial scale R vt t10 1ssh rem

10
rem~ ~ ( ) cm, substantially larger

than the wind launching point. This late re-heating of the ejecta leads to
brighter KN emission within the first few hours after the merger (Figure 3).
Relativistic breakout of the shocks as the magnetar wind becomes
transrelativistic on a similar timescale might also give rise to gamma-ray
emission.

7 This result can be understood to order of magnitude by noting that
vB≈RAΩ, where RA is the Alfvén radius at which B2/8π≈ρ v2/2, where v
and ρ=Ṁ/4πvr2 are the velocity and density of the wind at radius r
(Thompson et al. 2004).

4
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4 M. M. Kasliwal et al.

imately (Kasen & Barnes 2018)

f(t) ⇡ p�(1� e�t2�/t2) + pe(1 + t/te)
�n, (1)

where p� ⇡ 0.4, pe ⇡ 0.2 are the fraction of beta-decay
energy emitted as gamma-rays and electrons, respectively.
For ejecta masses and velocities in the range M ⇡ 0.01 �
0.05 M�, v ⇡ 0.1c�0.2c the timescale for gamma-rays to be-
come ine�cient to thermalization is t� ⇡ 0.5� 2 days while
that for electrons is te ⇡ 10� 40 days. The exponent n ⇡ 1
for typical conditions, though n can be larger depending on
the details of the thermalization and decay physics (Kasen
& Barnes 2018).

Figure A1 shows calculations of the radioactive power
✏̇(t) derived from detailed r-process nuclear reaction net-
works for outflows with a range of physical conditions (ini-
tial electron fractions Ye = 0.05 � 0.5, expansion velocity
of 0.2c, ejecta mass of 0.05 M� Rosswog et al. 2018). At
+43 d, the radioactive power ranges from ✏̇ ⇡ 0.5 � 2.5 ⇥
108 erg s�1 g�1. Adopting the ⌫L⌫ luminosity at epoch 1
of L43 = 7.8 ⇥ 1038 erg s�1 and using an e�ciency factor
f = 0.1 (appropriate for te ⇡ 30 days) implies an ejecta
mass of Mej ⇡ 1.6�7.8⇥10�2 M�. Within large uncertain-
ties, the mass range is consistent with that inferred from
analysis of early time observations of GW170817 (Coulter
et al. 2017; Drout et al. 2017; Evans et al. 2017; Kasliwal
et al. 2017; Smartt et al. 2017; Soares-Santos et al. 2017;
Cowperthwaite et al. 2017; Arcavi et al. 2017), and provides
additional evidence that the neutron star merger produced
a large quantity of radioactive ejecta.

Between the two epochs of Spitzer observations, the lu-
minosity dropped by a factor L1/L2 ⇡ 6.2 corresponding to
a power-law L/ t�3.4±0.2. This is steeper than the L / t�7/3

dependence of statistical distribution of isotopes with power
✏̇ / t�4/3 with ine�cient thermalization f(t) / t�1. Alter-
nately, the observed decline can be explained if the e�ciency
drops even more rapidly, f(t) / t�2, as suggested by Wax-
man et al. (2017) (although such a steep dependence of f(t)
is not consistent with the numerical thermalization calcu-
lations of (Barnes et al. 2016)). Based on late-time optical
data, Waxman et al. 2017 and Arcavi 2018 also suggested a
similarly steep late-time power-law slope of t�3.

It is possible that the decline in luminosity between the
two Spitzer epochs is a result of the spectral energy progres-
sively moving out of 4.5µm band, such that the bolometric
correction increases with time. If such a color evolution oc-
curred, the spectrum must have moved redward of 5 µm, as
the upper limits in the 3.6µm band rule out a substantial
increase of the flux at bluer wavelengths.

If we assume, on the other hand, that the bolomet-
ric correction remained largely unchanged between the two
epochs, the two Spitzer epochs suggest that the underlying
radioactivity has deviated from the ✏̇ / t�4/3 power-law be-
havior. This is expected to occur when the decay becomes
dominated by one or a few isotopes rather than a statistical
distribution (Kasen & Barnes 2018; Wu et al. 2018). For a
single dominant isotope the energy generation rate follows
✏̇(t) / e�t/ti where ti is the decay timescale. Taking into
account the e↵ects of ine�cient thermalization, the heating
from a single isotope at times t & te is (Kasen & Barnes

Figure 2. Comparing early-time bolometric data (circles, Kasli-
wal et al. 2017) and late-time Spitzer detections (stars, this paper)
with the predicted radioactive luminosity as a function of time
(lines). The dashed colored lines show a luminosity L = Mej ✏̇(t)
f(t), where the ejecta mass Mej = 0.05 M�, the thermalization
e�ciency f(t) is from Kasen & Barnes 2018, and the radioactive
power ✏̇(t) is from the detailed nuclear reaction network calcu-
lations of Rosswog et al. 2018. ✏̇(t) explores a range of electron
fraction Ye and expansion velocity from 0.1c to 0.4c. Outflows
with Ye<0.25 synthesize the heaviest r-process elements in the
second-peak and third-peak and show a steeper late time decline,
whereas those with Ye&0.25 produce relatively lighter elements
and have a shallower decline due to the presence of longer lived
radioactive isotopes. Also shown is the power law inferred from
early-time data (gray solid line) and an analytic estimate of beta
decay rates assuming a statistical distribution (magenta solid line;
Hotokezaka et al. 2017).

2018)

L /
exp

h
� 3
p

3t/2te(te/ti)
i

(t/te)7/3
. (2)

From Equation 2 and using te = 30 days the observed ratio
L1/L2 ⇡ 6.2 implies heating dominated by an isotope with
decay time ti ⇡ 14 days.

If the late time radioactivity is indeed dominated by a
single isotope, this provides constraints on the ejecta compo-
sition. For merger outflows with electron fractions Ye . 0.25
the nucleosynthesis proceeds to the 3rd r-process peak (Fig-
ure A1) and the radioactive power ✏̇(t) steepens at times
t & 40 days to a decline rate consistent with the two Spitzer
epochs (Figure 2). For electron fractions Ye & 0.25, in con-
trast, the r-process stalls at the first or second r-process
peak and the heating rate is flatter at late times due to the
presence of long-lived radioisotopes. Thus, the Spitzer data
provides conditional evidence that GW170817 produced 3rd
peak r-process elements.

Another simple check to this inference is to compare
the bolometric light curve to the electron heating rates cal-
culated based on the solar abundance pattern (Figure 3).
The Spitzer detections cannot be explained only by radioac-
tive decay of elements in the first abundance peak as none
of them have half-life between between 10–100 days. Abun-
dant elements with relevant half-life include 89Sr, 125Sn, 131I,
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Figure 1. Panel 1: Combined Spitzer 3.6µm and 4.5µm image, depicting that the faint transient GW170817 is buried in the bright
host galaxy NGC4993. Panel 2: Subtracting the galaxy light by fitting a GALFIT model clearly shows the red transient in the first
epoch image, +43d after merger. Panel 3a: Proper image subtraction of Epoch 3 reference data from Epoch 1 using the ZOGY algorithm
boosts the S/N of our detection of GW170817. Panel 3b: ZOGY subtraction of Epoch 3 reference data from Epoch 2 yields a marginal
detection of GW170817. The orientation of all four panels is such that North is up and East is left. The dimensions of the panels are
2.750 ⇥ 2.750, 1.380 ⇥ 1.380, 0.690 ⇥ 1.380 and 0.690 ⇥ 1.380.

magnitude compared to that reported in Villar et al. 2018.
We undertake the following consistency checks.

• We get consistent magnitudes for aperture photometry
and PSF photometry. For a 2.5 pix aperture, the aperture
magnitudes are 21.99 ± 0.04 for Epoch 1 and 24.14 ± 0.30
AB mag for Epoch 2, consistent with the results from PSF-
fit photometry in Table 1.

• The sum of PSF-fit fluxes of the (Epoch 1 - Epoch 2)
and (Epoch 2 - Epoch 3) di↵erence images equal the the flux
in the (Epoch 1 - Epoch 3) di↵erence image. Specifically, the
sum of the measured flux in the first two di↵erence images is
(5.47 ± 0.14 µJy) + (1.04 ± 0.21 µJy), which is consistent
with the measured flux in the (Epoch 1 - Epoch 3) di↵erence
image of (6.39 ± 0.21 µJy).

• If we increase the Gaussian FWHM of the PSF-fit to
3.5 pix and apply the appropriate correction factor, we mea-
sure a magnitude of 21.93 ± 0.06, consistent with the 2.8 pix
FWHM measurement at Epoch 1.

• We get consistent fluxes for Epoch 1 using either the
shallow archival reference or the deeper Epoch 3 reference.
The PSF-magnitude of Epoch 1 in the archival di↵erence is
21.79 ± 0.09 AB mag, consistent with the late-time di↵er-
ence albeit with larger error bars.

• We get consistent fluxes for Epoch 1 if we directly ap-
ply ZOGY to subtract Epoch 3 without first applying the
GALFIT-model. We derive 21.94 ± 0.25mag. The subtrac-
tion is noisier by direct subtraction, hence, we prefer the
two-step method described above.

• We re-do aperture corrections with a di↵erent sky an-
nulus (5–7 pix) and scaling the ZOGY PSF to the standard
PRF after re-normalizing the sky. We also take into account
color corrections for this red source by multiplying the mea-
sured 4.5µm flux by 1.024 (and 3.6µm flux by 1.0614) . This
gives 21.92 ± 0.09mag at Epoch 1 and 23.94 ± 0.4mag at
Epoch 2, consistent with Table 1.

Converting to flux density, we get F⌫ = 6.43 ⇥ 10�29

erg s�1 cm�2 Hz�1 at Epoch 1 and F⌫ = 1.04⇥ 10�29 erg
s�1 cm�2 Hz�1 at Epoch 2. Now, �⌫-L⌫ would be a strict
lower limit on the total bolometric luminosity. If we assume
a power-law ⌫-L⌫ approximation to bolometric, the assumed
correction factor is the ratio between the central frequency

and bandwidth i.e. a multiplicative factor of 4.3 (since Chan-
nel 2 of Spitzer/IRAC spans 3.955µm to 5.015µm).

At this late phase, we expect optically thin, nebular con-
ditions and a blackbody approximation with a photosphere
is unlikely to be applicable. Nevertheless, we proceed with
blackbody calculations as another way to estimate the bolo-
metric correction. The observed Spitzer/IRAC color ([4.5] -
[3.6]) of 1.3mag suggests a blackbody temperature of 420K
at Epoch 1 (the Epoch 2 color is not constraining). This sug-
gests a multiplicative bolometric correction factor of ⇡16. In
the rest of the paper, we assume a ⌫-L⌫ approximation to
the bolometric luminosity of 7.8⇥1038 erg s�1 at Epoch 1
and 1.3⇥1038 erg s�1 at Epoch 2.

We check whether synchrotron emission could con-
tribute to the observed flux. Assuming the spectral index
presented in Mooley et al. (2018), and a flux density of 44µJy
at 3GHz measured at the same phase, we estimate that the
synchrotron contribution at 4.5µm would be 1.1⇥10�30 erg
s�1 cm�2 Hz�1 at Epoch 1. This is ⇡60 times smaller than
the observed flux density and hence, we conclude that the
synchrotron contribution is negligible.

3 IMPLICATIONS ON ABUNDANCES OF

R-PROCESS ELEMENTS

At the epochs of the Spitzer observations (t & 40 days)
the ejecta of kilonovae are expected to be optically thin to
optical/infrared photons. The bolometric luminosity should
then be independent of viewing angle and follow the instan-
taneous radioactive heating rate, L(t) ⇡ Mej✏̇(t)f(t) where
Mej is the ejecta mass, ✏̇(t) the radioactive power per gram,
and f(t) the e�ciency with which radioactive energy is ther-
malized. The late-time Spitzer data can thus be used to de-
rive constraints on the ejecta mass and composition that are
independent of the complex ejecta opacity and geometry.
The main limitation is the uncertain bolometric corrections.

The radioactive power of r-process matter is often de-
scribed by a power-law, ✏̇(t) / t�4/3, which is the behavior
of a statistical distribution of isotopes with beta-decay half-
lives roughly equally distributed in log time. The thermal-
ization e�ciency for such an isotopic distribution is approx-

MNRAS 000, 1–6 (2018)

Dominated by  
several isotopes 
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(Ye ~ 0.1-0.2)

Clues of 3rd peak elements

t ~ 40 days

Clues of fission?
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of spectral-line lists for these codes, all of which yield consistent results. 
For our own LTE code, we adopt a fiducial temperature of 3,700 K, which 
is our final model’s best-fit temperature corrected by the Doppler factor 
(−0.23) of the absorption features that we determine below; changing 
the temperature of our LTE model in the range 3,700–5,100 K does not 
markedly affect our results.

To identify the absorption features, we seek lines with wavelengths 
blueshifted by 0.1–0.3c, corresponding approximately to 390–500 nm 
and 900–1,160 nm in the rest frame (see Methods). The lines will also 
be broadened with an observed width that depends on the velocity 
and geometry. For spherically expanding ejecta, the line broadening 
will be similar to the expansion velocity of the gas. We do not attempt 
a detailed geometric model here because it depends on assumptions 
about the geometry of the gas and the wavelength-dependent opacity, 
with substantial relativistic and time-delay corrections.

We adopt an initially agnostic view of the expected abundances. We 
use solar r-process abundance ratios (the total solar abundances of heavy 
elements18 with s-process elements subtracted19), as well as abundances 
from two metal-poor stars that are old enough to be dominated by the 
r-process in their neutron-capture abundances20,21. These three sets 
span a wide range in their ratios of light-to-heavy r-process abundances 
(Fig. 2). We also produce absorption spectra for each element individu-
ally (Extended Data Figs. 1, 2).

Our LTE models using abundances from a solar-scaled r-process and 
metal-poor stars all show that Sr produces a strong feature centred 
at an observed wavelength of roughly 800 nm, as well as features at 

wavelengths shorter than around 400 nm, for our adopted blueshift 
(Fig. 3; see also Extended Data Fig. 3). The restframe wavelengths of the 
longer-wavelength features are 1,000–1,100 nm. It is worth noting that 
Sr is typically considered an s-process element because only about 30% 
of the cosmic (solar) abundance is produced by the r-process18,19. For 
this reason it has not always been considered in kilonova simulations. 
However, it is one of the more abundant r-process elements, account-
ing for at least a few per cent by mass of all such elements19. Of all of the 
r-process elements, Sr displays by far the strongest absorption features 
in this region of the spectrum (Extended Data Figs. 2, 3). Ba produces 
strong absorption, as do the lanthanide elements, but only in the optical 
region at wavelengths shorter than about 650 nm. The spectral features 
that we observe can therefore only be due to Sr, an element produced 
near the first r-process peak.

The 810-nm feature was previously proposed12 to originate in absorp-
tion from Cs I and Te I. This identification can now be ruled out, because 
neither Cs I nor Te I produces strong lines in a plasma at this temperature 
(Extended Data Fig. 3). Much stronger lines would be expected from the 
ions of other elements that are co-produced with Cs (atomic number 
Z = 55) (for example, the lines from La II; see Methods).

The most abundant r-process elements are those in the first peak 
(Fig. 2)—elements with mass numbers (A) of around 80—and of these, 
it is Sr, Y (Z = 39) and Zr (Z = 40) that are easily detected in a low-density, 
roughly 4,000-K thermal plasma, because these elements have low exci-
tation potentials for their singly charged ions. Seen in this context, the 
detection of Sr in AT2017gfo is not surprising, despite prior expectations 
that the spectra would be dominated by heavier elements14,22. Further-
more, the atomic levels in Sr that give the absorption lines observed at 
810 nm are metastable. Photo-excitation can increase the population 
in these states, strengthening the 810-nm feature markedly23 compared 
with the resonance blue/near-ultraviolet absorption lines. Ba and the lan-
thanide series contribute substantially to the total opacity of r-process 
material in the optical region of the spectrum (Fig. 2), yet we do not 
detect strong optical features. We cannot on this basis, however, easily 
exclude the presence of elements with mass numbers of more than 140 
or so. Even if we could exclude the presence of heavier elements in the 
outer layers of the thermal, expanding cloud, there is no way from these 
early spectra of excluding the possibility that such elements could exist 
at lower depths or in an obscured component.

Given that a simple r-process abundance LTE model can account 
well for the first-epoch spectrum, we expand it to the subsequent three 
epochs, while the kilonova is still at least partially blackbody like. With 
a freely expanding explosion we expect to begin observing P Cygni 
lines once the outer absorbing ‘atmosphere’ begins to become more 
optically thin and attain a substantial physical radius with respect to 
the photospheric radius. We fit the first four epochs as a blackbody 
with P Cygni lines from Sr. We fit only the strongest lines in order to 
reduce our computational time to a manageable level, as these lines 
provide most of the opacity at these wavelengths. These fits are shown 
in Fig. 4 and offer a compelling reproduction of the spectra at all three 
epochs. The P Cygni model has free parameters for the velocities of the 
photosphere and atmosphere, which change the shape of the profile. 
The fit is remarkable given its simplicity and our lack of knowledge of 
the system geometry. We note that P Cygni emission components are 
always centred close to the rest wavelength of the spectral lines, so 
the observed wavelength of the emission line is not a free parameter. 
The most prominent emission component observed throughout the 
spectral series is centred close to 1,050 nm, and the weighted restframe 
centre of the near-infrared lines from Sr is also 1,050 nm. This adds to 
our confidence in the line identification based on the simple thermal 
r-process absorption model.

We further confirm our results using TARDIS (‘temperature and radia-
tive diffusion in supernovae’), extending this code’s atomic database to 
include elements up to 92U by using the latest Kurucz line list24 with its 
2.31 million lines. Our TARDIS models produce results very similar to 
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Fig. 1 | Spectrum of the kilonova AT2017gfo, showing broad absorption 
features. The spectrum shown was taken with the spectrograph X-shooter 1.5 
days after the neutron-star merger GW170817. The dashed black line in the upper 
panel is the blackbody component of a blackbody model with broad absorption 
lines (see main text). The residuals of data minus blackbody are shown in the 
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spectral bin. The data in the sections overplotted with grey bars are affected by 
telluric features or are poorly calibrated regions and are not included in the fit.  
Fλ is the flux per unit wavelength.
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Clues of light r-process elements (Sr, Z=38)
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our static-code models, reproducing the spectra well (Extended Data 
Fig. 6). In particular, the P Cygni emission/absorption structure is well 
reproduced as expected, confirming our LTE and MOOG modelling, 
and showing Sr dominating the features around 1 µm.

Given our detection of Sr, it is clearly important to consider lighter 
r-process elements in addition to the lanthanide elements in shaping 
the kilonova emission spectrum. Observations of abundances in stars in 
dwarf galaxies6 suggest that large amounts of Sr are produced together 
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We are here

h<ps://www.ligo.org/scien/sts/GWEMalerts.php

GW observing runs
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GW190425: 2nd NS-NS merger event

Total mass ~ 3.4 Msun!! 
 (2.7 Msun for GW170817) 

What is the kilonova signal?

h<ps://www.ligo.org/detec/ons/GW190425.php
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Skymap of GW190425

LVC 2020

No convincing counterpart was idenHfied…

to 23.5 days. Even though the FAR estimation of single-detector
candidates is challenging (Callister et al. 2017), the matched-filter
pipelines are capable of identifying loud single-detector events.
GW170817 (Abbott et al. 2017b) was initially identified by
GSTLAL as a single-detector event. To further establish the
significance of GW190425, it was compared against the 169.5
days of background from O1 and O2 and 50 days of background
from O3 in the BNS part of the parameter space, and found to be
louder than any background event. The BNS region is defined as
the parameter space with component masses between 1 and 3 M:.
The results of this background analysis from the GSTLAL search
are shown in Figure 1, which shows the combined S/N–x2 noise
probability density function for LHO, LLO, and Virgo. The
S/N–x2 distributions from O1 and O2 are taken from the analysis
performed for GWTC-1 (Abbott et al. 2019c), while the S/N–x2

distributions from O3 come from the low-latency search. The
S/N–x2 background distributions are a subset of the parameters
that factor in the calculation of the log-likelihood ratio, which is
the detection statistic used by the GSTLAL search. These
background distributions allow us to include the S/N–x2

information from all the triggers, and not just the trigger in
question while assigning the detection statistic. Events with low
S/Ns and accidentally small residuals would be disfavored by the
signal model, which also factors in the log-likelihood ratio.

As seen in Figure 1, there is no background recorded at the
GW190425 parameters in all the data searched over until now.
Thus, despite the caveats associated with finding signals in a
single detector, GW190425 is a highly significant event that
stands out above all background. In Appendix B we also show
the results from the PYCBC.

We sent out an alert ∼43 min after the trigger (LIGO
Scientific Collaboration & Virgo Collaboration 2019a), which
included a sky map computed using a rapid Bayesian algorithm
(Singer & Price 2016). We assigned GW190425 a >99%
probability of belonging to the BNS source category. The
initial sky map had a 90% credible region of 10,200 deg2.
Although data from both LLO and Virgo were used to

constrain the sky location, it extended over a large area due to
the fact that the signal was only observed with high confidence
in a single observatory. Gravitational-wave localization relies
predominantly on measuring the time delay between observa-
tories. However, in this case it is primarily the observed stain
amplitude that localizes the signal, with the more likely parts of
the sky being dominated by positions where the the antenna
response of LLO is favorable.
We generated an improved sky map using a Bayesian

analysis that sampled over all binary system parameters (see
Section 4), producing a 90% credible sky area of 8284 deg2 and
a distance constrained to -

+159 Mpc71
69 . This sky map, and the

initial low-latency map, are shown in Figure 2. As a
comparison, GW170817 was localized to within 28 deg2 at a
90% credible level. The broad probability region in the sky
map for this event presented a significant challenge for follow-
up searches for electromagnetic counterparts. At the time of
writing, no clear detection of a counterpart has been reported in
coincidence with GW190425 (e.g., Coughlin et al. 2019;
Hosseinzadeh et al. 2019; Lundquist et al. 2019, but also see
Pozanenko et al. 2019), although a wide range of searches for
coincident electromagnetic or neutrino signals have been
performed and reported in the GCN Circular archive.203

4. Source Properties

We have inferred the parameters of the GW190425 source
using a coherent analysis of the data from LLO and Virgo (in
the frequency range 19.4–2048 Hz) following the methodology
described in AppendixB of Abbott et al. (2019c).204 The low-
frequency cutoff of 19.4 Hz was chosen such that the signal
was in-band for the 128 s of data chosen for analysis. In this
frequency range there were ∼3900 phase cycles before merger.
We cleaned the data from LLO to remove lines from

calibration and from known environmental artifacts (Davis
et al. 2019; Driggers et al. 2019). For Virgo, we used the low-
latency data. The LLO data were subsequently pre-processed
(Cornish & Littenberg 2015; Pankow et al. 2018) to remove the
noise transient discussed in Section 2. Details of the transient
model and the data analyzed can be found in Abbott et al.
(2019b). The results have been verified to be robust to this
glitch removal by comparing the analysis of the pre-processed

Figure 1. Combined S/N–x2 noise probability density function for LHO, LLO,
and Virgo in the BNS region, computed by adding the normalized 2D
histograms of background triggers in the S/N–x S N2 2 plane from the three
detectors. The gold star indicates GW190425. There is no background present
at the position of GW190425; it stands out above all of the background
recorded in the Advanced LIGO and Virgo detectors in the first three observing
runs. The background contains 169.5 days of data from O1 and O2 and the first
50 days of O3, at times when any of the detectors were operating. For
comparison the LLO and LHO triggers for GW170817 are also shown in the
plot as blue and red diamonds, respectively.

Figure 2. Sky map for GW190425. The shaded patch is the sky map obtained
from the Bayesian parameter estimation code LALINFERENCE (Veitch et al. 2015)
(see Section 4) with the 90% confidence region bounded by the thin dotted
contour. The thick solid contour shows the 90% confidence region from the low-
latency sky localization algorithm BAYESTAR (Singer & Price 2016).

203 All GCN Circulars related to this event are archived athttps://gcn.gsfc.
nasa.gov/other/S190425z.gcn3.
204 From here on, we will use GW190425 to refer to the gravitational-wave
signal and as shorthand for the system that produced the signal.

8

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 892:L3 (24pp), 2020 March 20 Abbott et al.
~ 10,000 deg2!! (30 deg2 for GW170817)
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The Astrophysical Journal, 767:124 (21pp), 2013 April 20 Nissanke, Kasliwal, & Georgieva

Figure 9. Sky localization errors at 95% c.r. using different GW networks for a NS–NS binary merger located at ∼390 Mpc whose orbital angular momentum is
directly face-on to the Earth.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

is 483 deg2 (95% c.r.) and 13 deg2 (95% c.r.), respectively.
Current γ - and X-ray satellites are easily sensitive to SGRBs at
these distances (the furthest detected Swift SGRB is 090426 at a
redshift of 2.68 or 22 Gpc). Advantageously, these satellites have
large instantaneous FoVs. Moreover, given the precise timing
of the gamma-ray burst, false-positive signals are not a concern
(Kanner et al. 2012). If a precise position (e.g., with XRT
onboard the Swift satellite or with MIRAX-HXI) is available,
prompt follow-up to look for the radio and optical afterglows
(which will be much brighter than a kilonova signal but decay
as a power law in time) will be tractable.

Unequivocally, wide-field γ - and X-ray satellites (e.g., Fermi,
Swift, Lobster, MAXI, MIRAX-HXI) are currently the most
promising wavelengths to search for EM counterparts of
beamed NS–NS and NS–BH mergers. However, as Table 1
shows, the beamed NS–NS mergers are a very small fraction
(∼1.5%– ∼3%) of the total GW-detected population. Hence,
coincident GW and EM observations of beamed NS binary
mergers will be rare.

6.1.2. Case Study II: Close-in Binary at 70 Mpc

Nearby (<100 Mpc) NS binary mergers provide excellent
laboratories in which to study strong-field gravity astrophysical
processes using joint GW and EM observations. Such a “golden
binary” should result in high SNR detections in GWs and
multiwavelength EM waves, enabling excellent characterization
of the physical properties of the progenitor and post-merger
remnants.

Let us consider a simulated NS–NS merger located at 69 Mpc.
A GW network 3 measures the source position to 0.6 deg2.
A GW network 5 reduces this sky area error by a factor of
a couple to 0.3 deg2 (Figure 10). Using GW network 1, the
distance range is from 43 to 73 Mpc at 95% c.r. With relatively
small localization errors and distance measures, the number
of astrophysical false-positive events that require classification

will be nearly zero. In addition, assuming that the NS binary
merger occurred near or within a galaxy, cross-correlating GW
localization errors with galaxy catalogs, such as the Census of
the Local Universe (CLU), leaves us with only a handful of
candidates for galaxy hosts. As Figures 11(a) and (b) show, we
expect to see five galaxies within an error cube of 2 deg ×
2.5 deg × 55 Mpc. The CLU is currently 65% complete within
this distance bin and efforts are underway to make this catalog
more complete. With GW network 5, Figure 11(b) shows that
we should be able to identify uniquely one host galaxy using
full 3D-marginalized volumes computed at 95% c.r. (this is
also the case using the low-latency GW volumes described in
Section 4.5).

Therefore, for such a well-localized nearby “golden” binary
(with distances <100 Mpc), we can undertake pointed host
galaxy follow-up and are no longer limited to large FoV cameras.
Moreover, we can observe deeper and use a faster cadence than
for an average faint binary. Intensive panchromatic follow-up
with a wide array of facilities in the optical, infrared, radio, and
X-ray would ensure that we leave no stone unturned in studying
the EM counterpart to a golden binary. We note that only 10%
of NS–NS mergers seen by GW Net3a are golden and will have
true distances less than 100 Mpc. Using GW Net5b, we note that
only 1.5% of binaries will be golden, but they will have high
SNR detections in GWs and EM waves.

6.1.3. Case Study III: Low Galactic Latitude and at 125 Mpc

Let us consider the case of a binary with an inclination angle
of 150◦, a distance of 125 Mpc, and located very low on the
Galactic plane (latitude of − 0.◦11, longitude of 63.◦4). Using
GW network 3, the sky localization of the merger is 1.8 deg2 at
95% c.r. GW network 5 reduces the sky area error to 1.3 deg2.

Without any distance information, we would need to search
for the isotropic MR = − 14 optical counterpart signal out to
450 Mpc, i.e., 24.3 apparent mag. The number of background
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• Kilonova 

• Thermal emission powered by r-process decay 

• Probe of heavy element produc/on 

• ObservaHons of GW170817 

• Kilonova is confirmed (both blue and red components) 

• Produc/on of lanthanide and lighter elements 

• Produc/on rate fulfills the necessary condi/on 

• Future 

• Iden/fica/on of elements or abundance pa<ern 

• Understanding the variety (produc/on rate) 

• More events with be<er localiza/on!

Summary
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QuesHons to be answered in this lecture

• What is kilonova? 

• Why does NS merger produce emission? 

• What determines the proper/es of kilonova? 

• Why is it related to the origin of elements? 

• What did we learn from kilonova? 

• What can we learn in the future? 

• …
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